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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Zahava K. NIcKeon

I
\A/hen Richard McKeon carne to the University of Chicago in the 1934 35
academic year, he had been acquainted with Robert Maynard Hutchins, its
controversialpresident, for severalyears,and he had been teaching at Columbia University, his alma mater, for ten years.McKeon had discussedproblems
of general education and graduate studieswith Hutchins, who invited him to
come to Chicago; but he was happy at Columbia and not at all eagerto leave.
He acceptedthe invitation, finally, after Hutchins asked,rv\4ratwill you tell your
children when they ask where you were when educational history was being
made in Chicago?
I can attest to the accuracy of that anecdote-Richard McKeon told it to
me just as I have set it down; and I have set it down here becauseit points to
an important truth. He was always a man of action as well as a philosophe4
a brilliant thinker who, throughout a long and distinguished career,Iived his
philosophic principles in activities directed to the improvement of university
education, to the teaching of philosophy, and to the participation of philosophers in and the importance of philosophic inquiry to international relations.
Richard McKeon was born on 26 April 1900 in Union Hill, NewJersey.He
was an undergraduateat Columbia, servedbriefly in the nar,y during the First
World War, and returned to graduate study in 1919. He explained that although his naval career was short, it marked a turning point in his education.
From an interest in law and engineering,he returned to study the humanities,
writing a master's thesis in 1920 on Zolstoi, Croce, and Santayana.With a
characteristic cool irony that always remained part of his prose style, he remarked in 1953: "The thesis . . . shows the marks of a more complete and
systematicphilosophy than I have been able to develop since 1920. . . . I have
never since been able to achievecomparable scope of systemor convenience
of method, but experiencewith later generationsof studentshas kept me in
contact with the later forms of that philosophy."t At Columbia he studiedwith
ed. Iouis Finl. From "Richard McKeon," in Thirtzat Americarc:Their Spiitual Autobingraphies,
kelstein (New York: Institute for Religious and Social Studies, i953 fDistributed by Harper &
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FrederickJ. E. Woodbridge, from whom he learned "to find philosophic problems, not in the massiveoppositions of systemsand in the rival propositions
certified by technical analyses,but in the simple occurrencesof everydaylife
from which the dilemmasof philosophicdisputationare derived... . Most of
all I learned from Woodbridge to respectthe integrity of philosophic thought
and to hold tenaciouslyto the assumptionthat what philosopherssaid made
sense,even when I had difficulty graspingit" (82 B3). He studiedwithJohn
Dewey as well, who taught him "to seekthe significanceof philosophic posi
tions in the problems they were constructed to solve . . . and to relate the formulation of problems and the discoveryof solutionsto the cultural influences
which determinedthe manner of their occurrence"(83).These attitudesand
habits of mind remained with him for the rest of his life.
His doctoralthesison Spinozawascompletewhen, in l922,he went to study
in Paris,wherehe remaineduntil 1925.While there,he studiedFrenchphilosophy and thus "discoveredAmerica." He became aware of its "tolerance of diversity of ideas . . . [and] a confidencethat truth is testedin the commerce of
ideasand that valuesare derived from diversity" (85-86). But American virtues
had their characteristicdefects:"The cultivationof scientificmethod and real
problems may be the excusefor the neglectof truths that have been discovered
and of errors that have been exposed,and for the affectation of that spritely
freshnessof insightin which everyphilosopherrecapitulatesin his or,wrperson
the whole history of thought" (86).
McKeon had come to Spinozabecause"scientific method and its metaphysical implications" were prominent in philosophy coursesin the early twenties,
and this interestled naturally to the seventeenth-centuryphilosophers,the first
"moderns" concernedwith theseproblems.In Parishe studiedSpinozawith
Brunschvicgand learned to usehistorical analysisas part ofthe task ofdealing
with contemporaryproblems.Although Spinozahad earliersenthim to medieval thought, studying medievalphilosophywith Etienne Gilson in Paristaught
him to find patterns and unity in philosophical diversity.But thesestudiesmade
it clear that without its Greek foundations Western thought was "unintelligible." Thus he worked with L6on Robin on Plato and Aristotle (87).
McKeon felt very fortunate in having had five great teachers,and he never
forgot his debt to them. He spokeof them often to his students,and part of his
dedicationto teachingwas surelyborn ofhis profound personalexperienceof
what a great teachercan mean to the young scholar.McKeon spent the greater
part of his life in Chicago, but the experienceof his formative yearsat Columbia and in Paris bore fruit in his teaching,his scholarship,and his philosophy
throughout a long life. In 1977 the University of Chicago Presspublished a
critical edition of the Slr etJ\tonof Peter Abailard, by Richard McKeon and his
colleague and friend in the classicsdepartment, Blanche Boyer, the distinguished Latin paleographer.SzcetNon was the consummatescholarly achieveBrothersl), Bl 82. All subsequentquotations are from this source unless othemise noted. Page
numbers are given in text.

rnent of McKeon's career as medievalist,and a tribute to the Paris years.And
at the end of his Iife he was working on the writings of Woodbridge.
II
McKeon's early years in Chicago were extraordinarily active.He had come in
I 934 asvisitingprofessorofhistory teachinga coursein the intellectualhistory
of Western Europe and a seminar in the philosophy of history. He stayedon
beginningin 1935as professorof Greek and philosophyand dean of the Division of the Humanities, a position he held for twelve years.During that time
he participatedin making the educationalhistory Hutchins had promised.Innovations in undergraduateeducation were put in place in the college,and, in
one form or anotheq sometimespositively and sometimesnot, these innovations exercisedconsiderableinfluence upon American higher education in the
years that followed. In the Division of the Humanities, which was made up of
departments of language and literatures, music, art history and philosophy,
four committeeswere setup to function administratively as departmentsdo, in
the four disciplinespracticed to some extent in all the departments:language,
history, criticism, and philosophy. Thus it became possible for a student "in
Language and Communication, in History of Culture, in Comparative Studies
in Art and Literature, and in the Analysis of Ideas and the Study of Methods
to take work which involvesseverallanguagesand symbolic systems,or a variety of cultures and times, or a variety of critical systemsand literatures,or the
bearing of philosophic analyseson a variety of subjects"(91).The committees
had another function as well: their interdepartmental status"was calculatedto
bring greater breadth into the departmental work, while the cooperationof the
departmentsin the work of the committeeswould servethe purpose of avoiding
the vagueand tenuousgeneralitieswhich so frequently remain asthe only mark
that comparative studies . . . retain from the universal ambitions which motivate them" (91-92).
As a participant in planning the coursesin the college,as a teacher of new
courses,and as dean of humanities, McKeon was sufficiently occupied.As he
humanisticstudiesand generaleducationhad been
in the 1953essay,
suggested
influenced increasinglyby a "broadening of interestbeyond the limits" ofwestern tradition (102). The coming of World War II intensified this trend and
presented McKeon with a new task. He participated in planning the Army
SpecializedTraining Program, especiallythe Area and Language Studies,and
was director of the unit at the University of Chicago.The courseswere setup
to teach military personnelthe languagesand something about the cultures of
countries in which they might be required to serve.This program had broad
for educationafter the war. Area studiesbecamecommon alterconsequences
natives for graduate degree programs in many universities,and some of the
experimental techniquesfor teaching languagesin the military program were
adopted in departmentsall over the country.
The United Nations Charter, signed in 1945, seeksto advance"interna-
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tional cultural and educationalcooperation."From this beginning came LrNEsco.Richard McKeon was adviserto the United Statesdelegationat the first
three sessions
of the General Conferenceof uNnsco.After its establishmentin
1947he servedas the first acting counselloron uNEscoaffairsattachedto the
United States Embassy in Paris. In the first year of tnrBsco'sexistence,
McKeon, withJulian Huxley, provided material for the drafting of the UniversalDeclarationof Human Rights in 1948.
Under the auspicesof uwBscoMcKeon was one of the foundersof the InternationalInstituteof Philosophy(IIP). He servedaspresidentof IIP and was its
treasureruntil shortly before his death. The IIP meetsannually to explore topics relevant to intercultural relations.The conferenceshave been held all over
the world, and the IIP has been instrumental over the years in providing encouragement and opportunity for significant exchangesamong philosophers
from widely divergent cultures.McKeon participated in planning theseconferencesand deliveredpapers at many of them.
It would be difficult in any context to do justice to Richard McKeon as philosopher-activist;
as educationalreformer and innovatorand advocateof international and interculturalunderstandingand good will. He was lesssanguine
than persistent,and he labored mightily at international conferenceand American s1'rnposiumto turn controversialopposition into discussionand stalemate
into agreement,howevermodest.He took on the same role in the academy
and at regular meetingsof philosophers.Throughout his careerhe continued
to teachand supervisegraduatestudents,and whateverthe titlesofhis courses,
he never taught the samecoursetwice. After he retired, he went to conferences
and wrote papers.He attendedhis last conferencein l9B4; the paper he delivered was published posthumously.
ilI
The legacy of his sixty-yearcareer,a life in philosophy,is a very rich one, and
Richard McKeon's life in philosophyhas been and will be celebratedby his
studentsfor many yearsto come.In this introduction I wish to addressmyself
primarily to the philosophy.His comment,in the essayof 1953,on his master's
thesisis revealingand worth repeating:"The thesis. . . showsthe marks of a
more complete and systematicphilosophy than I have been able to develop
since1920" (81).In maturity the complexityand ambiguityof the universeand
the human condition mock the intellectualarroganceand tidinessof youth.
McKeon alsolackedthe temperamentof the "true believer."The lessonsof
Woodbridgesuited him; h. paid arrentionto philosophyand did not assume
that when philosophersdisagreed,one had to be right, the other wrong. Of
courseboth or all might be wrong; but equally,they might all be right. One
must understandthem, whether they are historicalfiguresor contemporaries,
and Dewey'sadvice to understandphilosophic positionsin terms of "the problems they were constructedto solve,"and the cultural influenceswhich deter-
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mined the problems, must have helped him clarify those problems he faced in
making his own order out of the chaos of philosophic discourse.
In the 1953 essayfrom which I have been quoting, he had already fashioned
an account that gave shape to his philosophic education and the interests and
insights it had encouraged. of course it is an account of the early part of that
period seen at a distance ofsome thirty years. A good deal had happened between his arrival in chicago in 1935 and the reflections on the 1920s in 1953.
First of all, he had continued to srudy the history of philosophy in order to
discover antecedents ofcontemporary intellectual and moral attitudes. "Dewey
denied the distinction between art and science,practice and theory and I found
that the significance and the power of what he taught depended on understanding the differences which separared the terms he had collapsed" (l I l). He
goes on to say that at first he found Dewey so plausible that he couldn't understand how anyone had ever held the positions Dewey refuted. Then he realized
that "the importance and use of denying the distinction between art and science and between theory and practice are indeed directly proportional to the
force and validiry of the distinction and the length of time during which a tradition and a culture have acquiesced in it" (1 I I l2).
In both his theoretic concerns and his practical activities the problems of
what people say and what they mean by what they say had long since emerged
as fundamental. There had to be a way of determining what in fact was meant
by terms that recur throughout the history of philosophy. In 1975 McKeon
wrote "The Circumstances and Functions of Philosophyi', a reprise of sorts,
after almost a quarter century of the spiitualAutobiographies.In it he affirms his
early concern to devise an instrument for interpreting the language of the past.
He says that "since the past ofphilosophy is buried in the language and practice
of philosophy current at any particular time, the history of philosophy is
an inescapable, though frequently unexamined, part of philosophic thought,'

(c & F r 0 4 s ) .
His developmentof a satisfactorysemanticschematismfor that purpose occupiedhim from earlyin his career.3
"I had begunwith the semanticsof irnportant terms of philosophicaldiscussion.One of the first of the studiesthat I
publishedwas a study of 'method' and the transformationsit underwentin a
seriesof 'renaissances"'
(C & F l0B).
"Renaissanceand Method in Philosophy"aappearedin 1935. It concerns
the arts of the triuium,(grammar,rhetoric, and dialectic) their severalusesduring the Renaissance,and the differencesamong the philosophic approachesof
2. ln Philosophas
on TheirOun Work,ed. Andre Mercier and Maja Svilar (Bern and Frankfurt am
Main, 1975)98 I12. Hereafternoted in text as C & E
3. For a thorough discussionof the mathematical foundations of McKeon's matrices and an
account of their development, see George Kimball Plochmann, RichardMcKeon:A,Stz4, (Chicago:
University ofChicago Press,1990),especiallychapter four.
4. From Studies
in theHistorl of ldeu, Department of Philosophy,Columbia University (New york:
Columbia Unirersitv Press.1935).37-l I4.
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thinkers as a result of the art or method preferred. Abailard, Erasmus, Luther,
and Nizolius are the principals he treats. Over the years he refined his instruments of analysis in essays dealing with a variety of philosophic concerns.
These essayswere often occasioned by conferences, national or international,
devoted to particular themes: "These semantic studies did not set forth a rigid
structure of established or approved meanings but a plurality of meanings
which had been, and might again be made, an effective force in action and in
formation of policy." (C & F I l0).
What emerged in the course of these studies was a systematic structure designed to solve problems both theoretic and practical. The concerns ofphilosophers, the conclusions they reach, the premises they begin with, their arguments and proofs-all
are expressed in language common to a community of
philosophers at a given time. And the shared Ianguage of any time and place
is ambiguous, at the very least because it is finite; that is, things are infinite in
number whereas words to designate things are finite in number. Across space,
in the concepts of cultures alien to one anothet and down centuries of temporal alienation, language is ambiguous. Moreover, even if it is true that the possible thoughts of humankind cannot be infinite, there is an indefinite number
of possible ideas which must outstrip the capacity of natural languages to express them univocally.
Richard McKeon addressed the problem of ambiguity with matrices of considerable sophistication and flexibility. The final version of the semantic matrix,
shown below, is exhaustive of possibilities and flexible enough "to schematize
the interconnections of the meanings and references which any term can undergo" (C & F 109). The semantic matrix has four columns with the following
headings: Selecfions
(simple, single terms); Interpretations(simple propositions and
the "facts" they allege); Methods (arguments and the connections signified by
them in what is); and Principles(theories, systems, and the beings these signi$).
It is important to remember that what we know or think we know about anything is embedded in language. \Arhen we understand the meaning of a discourse, we assume that we understand whatever the discourse is about.
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By and large it is hard to utilize the selection column in analyzing an individual text; "data," single terms, can be pointed to, but meaningful discourse
arises only when fuio terms are combined in interpretation, threeor more in

method where extended connections or arguments are constructed, and manl
terms in structures or theories which warrant the conne ctions and anchor them
in principle in a systematicaccount of reality.
The matrix of four columns exhausts the possibilities with respect to terms
in a simple, arithmetical mode-one term, two, more than two, and a system
of terms. That does not mean one couldn't construct another kind of matrix
altogetheq one equally exhaustive. The matri-x neither asserts nor implies its
own exclusive efficacy. It is also important to bear in mind the essentialformaliE
of the columns; "single terms or simples" does not imply a commitment to
content, nor do the other rubrics. The simples may be things or thoughts or
words or actions, and these in rich variety. The matrix is empty and does not
impose meaning.
The four columns are the beginning of a more complex schematism elaborated by the addition of four rows cutting across the columns. Interpretations,
the column of alleging facts, of forming true propositions-in
other words, the
column of the assertion of a view of reality-is
divided into the ontic and the
phenomenal,the two being exhaustive of the possible modes of such assertions. It
may be said that reality is phenomenal and that in order to understand it one
need not postulate a nonphenomenal realm to which phenomena are somehow
a clue. Phenomenal interpretations are of two l<tnds: essentialistic,
in which the
universe is said to be composed of various kinds of things, various structures
different one from the other, and knowable (as in Aristotle); and existentialisti
in which it is said that reality is the phenomenal realm apprehended partially
from the limited perspective of the human agent. In the first case we say that
since the structures of reality are what they seem, the competent agents examining them, all things being equal, will discover the same things, come to the
same conclusions. In the second, since the perspectives of agents are always
partial, reality can best be understood (or, objectivity can be guaranteed) only
by multiplying the perspectives of many agents (as in Protagoras, for whom
man is the measure).
There are two nonphenomenal,

or ontic, interpretations. According to the
ontological,reality is permanent, unchanging, a realm transcending the phenomenal (as in Plato or Kant); according to the entitatiue,reali4r is an underlying
nature (as in Democritus or Freud). It should be borne in mind that ontic interpretations do not deny the phenomenally perceived world. They simply regard
it as a simulacrum ofa transcendent reality or a construction ofappearances
derived from an underlying nature. These rubrics of interpretation do not commit us to any "content," or determine in any way what nature underlies (atoms
in the void or ego and superego) or what transcends. The matrix in all its parts
is formal.
There are tbur possible kinds of methods. Uniuersalmethods are either dialec
tical or operational.The dialectical method argues or moves by assimilating perspectives to more englobing positions; it is a method of voices in dialogue what-
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ever the literary mode in any given case.The operational method discriminates
perspectivesand even when it must multiply them to gain objectivity, it preservesthe perspectives;it is a method of voices in debate.A perspectivemay
lose the debate,but since it is preservedrather than assimilatedto a different
position, it may enter into the debate another time and prevail. In the operational method a subject-matter doesn't determine a mode of procedure, an
agent does; in the dialectical method particularities are assimilatedto larger
wholes,similarity is stressedin analogy,and distinctions are blurred. By virtue
of very different characteristics,the universal methods are brought to bear
upon or found to be the inner pattern of a subject-matter.
Particularmethods are eitJterproblemahc
or logistic.The problematic proceeds
by identifying a problem and collecting relevant evidencefor its resolution. It
is particular insofar as its procedureswill differ depending on what is appropriate to the particular problem. Thus it is really more than one method in its
working. The logsticmethod moves to conclusionsby carefully collecting and
combining elements,whatever these elements are. It proceedsdifferently for
"cognitive" matters which it distinguishesfrom "emotive" matters, the realm
of science,for example,from the realms of art and ethics.Both of the particular
methods must begin from appropriate principles; universalmethods can begin
an1'.where
and arrive at the principles as part of the argument.
Principles,finally, are either holoscopic
or mnescopit.
Of the first type, compreh
siueprinciples are alwayssingle.There is only one, and it assimilatesall things,
thoughts, symbols,and actions in a whole it has formed (asBeing and Becoming comprehend the Platonic universe). Refiexiue
principles resolve problems
into a plurality of wholeswhich are sell:instantiating(asin Kant in the separate
realms of his three critiques, or in Aristotle's theoretic, practical, and productive sciences).Merescopic principles may be simpleor actional.Simple principles
decomposethings, thoughts, s1'rnbols,and actionsinto atoms or simple ideasor undefined terms or unconditioned impulsesfrom which what is can be constructed (asin Democritus, for whom the atoms are the beginning points for all
processesand ground all processesor "complexes" in realiry). Actional principles set up distinctions which permit discrimination of kinds; they are what
initiates change,what setsthings in motion. (They have an arbitrary quality; in
Karl Marx, the change from one epoch to another results from an alteration
in the modes of production which are, in turn, altered becausesomething occurs which is unpredictable-an agent, for example,invents a new harvesting
machine or super computet or raisesthe consciousness
of the proletariat, and
so on.)
The schematismis determined by modes of thought, the rubric governing
ways of doing; i.e., it is a method-oriented matrix. The modes of thought are
four in number, and each governsone principle, one method and one interpretation (for the sakeof clariq, and brevity I will not discussselectionas a function
of the semanticprofile of an individual thinker); the lines connecting terms in
the previous illustration of the matrix show the relationshipsamong terms in
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the rows and columns as determined by the modes of thought which govern
them.5
The history of Western philosophy had led McKeon to deviseanother proMcKeon noticed that
ductive analytic tool, the concept of gennalsel.ection.
throughout the history of Western thought contemporaneousthinkers shared
a vocabulary of terms. Meaning varied with the semantic orientation of the
individual philosopher, but the vocabulary, or general selection,was shared.
Moreover, it becameapparent through his researchin the history of philosophy
that there were in fact only three general selectionswhich seemedto alternate
over tirne.
Ancient Hellenic philosophy is the discourseof a "metaphysical" selection.
Both Aristotle and Plato are concernedwith being with essenceand existence.
They distinguish art from nature and examine each in light of the other. Art
imitates nature) for Plato, but nature imitates the unseenreality; consequently
art is apt to seemdecidedly second-rate.For Aristotle, too, art imitates nature
or what may be said to be natural, the actions of men, but theseare not really
synon)irnouswith nature. For Aristotle the work of art, the tragedy is first-rate
and as real as nature. In other words the semanticsof each philosopher involve
subtle differenceswhich should be respected.But the vocabulary is the shared
vocabulary of a metaphysicalgeneral selection being, art, nature, imitation,
and so on.
When the metaphysicalvocabulary beginsto give rise to contradictions' and
problems seem insoluble, someonerevolutionizesphilosophy by arguing that
the study of metaphysics,of being, cannot yield truth until a proper critique of
the processesof thinking has been achieved;one cannot know anlthing truly
until one has understood the means of knowing-the human mind, reason.
How can we know that we know nature if we do not know anything about
the reliability of our instrument? This kind of revolution-Kant's is the most
famous-ushers in an "epistemological"selection.All observation,all speculation derives from human awareness;thus serious thought must be grounded
upon a prior examination of the ways of knowing. We do not approach things
5. McKeon deviseda number of matrices, many of them mathematically complex. The matricesI am discussinghere, and severalothers closelyrelated, are explained and discussedin his paper
,,PhilosophicSemanticsand PhilosophicInquiry," in Richard McKeon, Freedom
andHistorl andOther
Essay, ed. Zahava K. McKeon (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 242-56 (and re'
printed in this volume as chapter 9). The essaywas published posthumously.
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or nature directly as Aristotle did; we approach them through the examination
of the kinds of perceptions, awareness, and judgment we are capable of achieving. Consequently, an epistemological selection inspires psychological theory.
Eventually, a new revolution occurs, spurring a "semantic" selection. It becomes increasingly clear that we do not really understand the nature of the
mind; psychological theories are, after all, less than accurate. All we ever really
know is not what is in the mind, but what people say and do, including, of
course, what they write. Action is a mode of assertion, and consequential
speech is action. We are now in a semantic selection.
McKeon illustrated this process in his essay, "Imitation and Poetry,"o in
which he traced the three terms
imitation, imagination, and expressionthrough their incarnations in each general selection. Imitation as featured term
gives way to imagination as featured term in the aesthetic writings of an epistemological selection in which understanding art equals understanding the artist;
when we look at the art object (Aristotle's imitation) we are looking at the artist.7 We do not ask what was imitated and how well; we ask how poets create.
Imagination, finally, is replaced by expre ssion when the saying and doing of a
semantic selection period is the dominant vocabulary.
For our understanding of the philosophy of Richard McKeon the concept of
general selection is important. He does not treat selection periods hierarchically; even a cursory examination of the history of ideas will show that great
thinkers and discoveries,great ideas and texts were produced in selectionsofall
three kinds. The metaphysical selection of the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries offers Descartes, Spinoza, Newton, and Locke. The epistemological
selection of the nineteenth century was set and fostered by Kant and Hegel. It
produced the scientist Clerk Maxwell, Wordsworth and Coleridge, Baudelaire,
and Sigmund Freud (whose thought was formed in the nineteenth century).
The semantic selection of the twentieth century has produced great linguists
and philosophers oflanguage, logicians and physicists.
The profound questions that engage and tease humanity throughout the
ages recur again and again in the cycle of selections. What is periodically revolutionized is the perspective from which they are asked, and the vocabulary, in
terms of questions asked and tasks undertaken, by which they are articulated.
A selection change would seem to invigorate thought and inspire new solutions
to recurrent problems. The concept of general selection contributes to the enterprise which treats the intellectual past as contemporary and relevant.
One might ask why three selections and no more should recur. The three
are, Iike the semantic matrix, formal and exhaustive. We have seen that things
thouglth,words, and actions exhaust the possibilities of data in the selection column of the semantic matrix. That they are exhaustive terms is intuitively apparent. It is impossible to conjure up any datum that could be experienced, or
6. SeeRichard McKeon, Thought,
Actinn,md Passion
(Chicago:Universityof ChicagoPress
t95+),t02 22t.
7. Imitation

does not disappear, however; rather it takes on other functions and meaninqs in
to the epistemological orientation.

the shift from the metaphysical
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could enter consciousnessin any way, that could not be subsumed under one or
more of the four terms. Metaphysical selections focus on things,episternological
selections on thoughts,and semantic selections on actionsand words,since the two
terms cover all human modes of expression.
The semantic matrix and the concept of general selection enabled McKeon
to examine the history of ideas with great precision and depth, and his contribution to the history of philosophy was inestimable not because he was a subtle
he was but because his analysis of the hisand intelligent interpreter-and
tory of philosophy made it possible to see through alien, oflputting idiom to
the inner coherence and cogency of a significant philosophy, and to the contemporary relevance of philosophers, their problems, and their modes of resolving them. He returned history of philosophy to its proper place as an active
part ofthe ongoing enterprise ofphilosophy.
It is important to keep in mind the fact that the semantic matrix applies to
any extended discursive text, since texts by thinkers who are not professional
philosophers share the vocabulary ofa general selectionjust as texts in philosophy do. Also, the flexibility of the matrix results, too, from the fact that the
columns and rows are strictly independent of one another. Consequently, any
method may be combined with any interpretation and any principle. Historical
accident seemsto have determined that those ancient Greeks whose texts have
survived such that we have enough material for meaningful analysis should
have semantic profiles derived from a single mode of thought. Plato assirnilates
in interpretation, method, and principle; the mode of resolution governs Aristotle's interpretation, method, and principle; Protagoras discriminates perspectives, and Democritus moves in the mode of construction. After the ancient
Greeks, the semantics of each individual philosopher (known to us in the history of philosophy) reveals more than one mode of thought.
The importance of McKeon's semantic matrix is hard to exaggerate. For
McKeon himselt however, semantics was propadeutic to inquiry and he regarded inquiry as the proper philosophic activity.
With respect to inquiry he remained committed to Woodbridge's dictum
that the source ofphilosophic problems was ordinary life; McKeon pointed out
that semantic problems were easy to explore and resolve any two philosophers can be placed in controversial opposition if they make opposed statements concerning the same subject, if one says true and the other says false.
The resolution usually involves a semantic analysis which shows that they were
not, in fact, talking about the same thing.
Finally, it is important to understand that the schematism is not a collection
of rubrics under which one files philosophies, a series of pigeon-holes for arranging ideas. It is, rather, an intellectual instrument which must be used actively. The universe, near or far, of which we are a par\ is re al, and it exists
"out there," but it is initially chaotic. We understand it only by engaging in the
work of interpretation which consistsin imposing order on that chaos.
We do not discover the "kinds" of an essentialistic interpretation or the "undo not discou
derlying nature" of an entitative interpretation, and so on-we
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any of these out there ; rather we organize what is out there essentialisticallyor
existentialistically or entitatively or ontologically. The semantic matri-x facilitates our task by providing empty, formal terms which designate aspects of reality without determining content. The latter is the task of interpretation, and
we cannot be relieved of it by the instruments we use to accomplish it.
Richard McKeon always said that a concern with interpretation and his devising of a semantic scheme for that purpose were characteristic of the semantic
selection in which he lived and taught and wrote. His own semantic orientation
helps to sharpen our insight into his philosophy, both explicit and implicit in

McKeon's principles were reflexive, self-instantiating principles which structured and validated the separate parts of his philosophic enterprise. Reflexive
principles gave Aristotle three separate sciences: theoretical, practical, and
productive. They gave McKeon the separate structures he needed once the
method discriminated starting-points. In the SpiitualAunbiographies the method
discriminates narrative from argument in the first sentence. But no narration
can include everything: the reflexive principle of selectivity forms, in sequence,
three groups of "events" which are in fact groups of problems, as he tells us late
in the essay,"the philosophic, the educational, the political problems of our

his writings and his personal history.
McKeon's interpretation of reality was phenomenal) essentialistic.He saw
the world of twentieth century life in the West as real, and as made up of things
and ideas, of writings and events. These four components of the world were,
on the one hand, separate; the material and natural worlds are different from
ideas and texts and actions. But in a sense ideas, writings, actions, and things
are really interchangeable and merge in complicated ways; a text or speech is
action, and a thing is also an idea, an assertion, and so on. That there are
different kindsrn phenomena, our experience makes undeniable. That we cannot sort them out by distinguishing art from nature may create nostalgia for a
metaphysical selection. But that investigating them directly is the way to know
them (however we finally sort them out) is also undeniable for essentialistic

time" (l l0). That is, he discusseshis education in philosophy in New York and
Paris; then the educational revolutions at the University of Chicago; then the
war and uNESco, the political problems of our time. The groups are reflexively
self-instantiating (redundant obviously): his education leads him to the history
of philosophy which, in turn, is the education that leads him to focus on history
of philosophy Chicago presents problems of curriculum revision which, when
resolved, will themselves generate problems of curriculum revision. The cul-

views.
McKeon's interpretation of realiry aside from the historical difference in selection, is like Aristotle's; like Aristotle he would examine his world to see how
it worked and what it was. Since he did not see the experienced phenomenal
world as a clue to reality but as reality itselfl, he saw intellectual texts, past and
present, as structures ofthought to be subjected to the careful study and atten-

tural achievements in the aftermath of the war are themselves the source of
new problems requiring resolution. Of course the three problems can be
merged easily since the educational problems are philosophic problems just as
philosophic problems are always educational problems as well; and the political
problems of our time, arising from the clash of alien cultures, are obviously
problems of philosophy and education. The story of Spiritual Autobiographies,
in
other words, could have been told in other words. But an initial discrimination
would have been required, and separate subjects constituted for the body of
the essay.Moreover, had the teller had a method different from McKeon's and
different principles, the story would have been organized in a very different
way
assuming it were to be told at all.

tion Woodbridge and Dewey had recommended. Once interpreted, he as
sumed that they meant what they said, and he had not the pressure from his
own semantics to reduce what was said to an underlyine motive or to elevate it
to a realm of permanent values.
McKeon's examination of reality was not Aristotelian. His method was operational and served all his methodological needs. Characteristically, its starting
point was arbitrary determined by the will of the agent, and it discriminated
perspectives rather than making substantive distinctions. His method shed

McKeon's philosophical orientation, revealed by and embodied in his semantics, led him to believe in the legitimacy of many different philosophic approaches and many different cultures and ways of life. His experiences with the
five great teachers he respected and admired reinforced those beliefsjust as it

light on his ability to appreciate Dewey's merging of art and science while
equally appreciating the force of the distinction between them. Each position
be comes a perspective from which novel insight can be attained. With the operational method McKeon constructed a semantic schematism which is a model
of the various f,rities and movements of thought. Operational methods frequently involve the use of models; Galileo's formula for accelerated motion was

errors corrected by later philosophers. He showed how easy it is to make a
statement seem foolish when it is removed from the context that gave it meaning. He taught generations of students to re ad critically and s1'rnpathetically for
the first time.
The initial schematism, the semantic matrk, led over the years to a series of
matrices of great intricacy and subtlety.B These were and are the structures of
Richard McKeon's philosophic pluralism. His philosophy affirmed his belief

initially a model only, an empty formal construction which enabled him to
make discoveriesabout motion as it exists in a less than ideal world. An operational model justifies itself by being heuristic. McKeon's method fashioned a
matrix to tease out meaning from a richly ambiguous history of ideas.

had initially inspired them.
As a teacher he was moved by philosophic pluralism to present philosophies
of the past as essentially contemporary. He focused on the problems encountered and solutions found, and he never presented any philosopher as making

B. For the bestreatment see"PhilosophicSemanticsand PhilosophicInquiry," chapter9 in
thisvolume.AlsoseeC & F l0B 12.
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that in an infinitely complex universethere are many voices-and many voice
are indeedneeded.The perspectivalmethod explainsthe mechanism-operationalists achieve objectivity by multiplying perspectives.The reflexive principles organizethe essays,each of which constitutesa whole defined by the
problem he is addressing.The essentialisticinterpretation reinforcesthe reflex
ive determinationsbecauseboth are in the mode of resolution.And the inter
pretation insuresthat the reflexively constitutedwholes will not be seensubse
quendy as signsof an underlying nature or a stable, transcendentalrealm of
forms and values.The wholesare themselvesand they existin a phenomena
reality, the only reality.
In addition,McKeon'spluralism,embodiedin his semantics,
wascompletel
consistent.Pluralismhas becomean increasinglypopular philosophicpositio
toward the end of the twentieth century However,it is suchmore in the breach
than in the observance.It tendsto mean tolerationof a variety of labeledphilosophiestolerantly subsumedunder the appropriate rubrics of a current syn
optic true doctrine. A brief example may help to clarify what I mean. The
literary critic Northrop Frye, in a work that appeared some forty years ago
identified four kinds of criticism: historical, ethical, archetypal, and rhetorical.
He treatedthem all, in four separateessays,
with greatcareand in detail.None
was said to be wanting. Howeveq as it turned out, after one had done the varioussortsof criticism,archetypicalwasthe crown of the process:"The structura
principles of literature . . . are to be derived from archetypical and anagogi
criticism, the only kinds that assumea larger context of literature as a whole.
Most pluralismsturn out to be of this kind. To say this is not to dismissthe
pluralisms; they may have merit even though it is not the characteristicmerit
of consistentpluralism, and evenwhen one cannot considerthem pluralisti
at all.
It is clear from working with McKeon's semanticmatrix that every method
does,ultimately,what every other method doessimply becausethe jobs nee
to be done. For example, characteristically,a problematic method movesfrom
problemsto their resolutions.But logistic,operational,and dialecticalmethod
solveproblems, too, in different ways; if they could not, they would disappear
Logistic methods construct an argument or a whole of whateverkind from irreducible parts. But the other methods constructas well; only the procedure
differ. Becauseof these and similar semantic ambiguities, the temptation to
subsumeother approachesinto a great synoptic system a common philosophicalsin ofpride -which of coursedistortsthem, is very hard to resist.Suc
philosophiesare not genuinelypluralisticas long as philosophicpositionsare
removed from the argumentsthat give them meaning and relevance.
McKeon's view of reality made it possiblefor him to see the integrity of
philosophies,past and present.His.profound understandingof philosophic
9. Anatom;tofCiicnn(NewYork:Atheneum, 1965 foriginallypublishedl95TbyPrincetonUniversityPress]),134.
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and historical semantics led him to value philosophies different from his own,
and to appreciate, for example, the philosophies that featured stable, transcendent moral values and questioned the behavior of humankind in their light, or
those which tried to reveal natural imperatives underlying social and political
action. In a semantic prolegomenon to inquiry it is necessary to understand
the contribution of predecessors and contemporaries. In inquiry the "true
propositions" and "alleged facts" of those predecessors and contemporaries
provide suggestive avenues for resolving problems of inquiry.
Finally, and emphatically, pluralism is not relativism. It does not affirm the
value of any and all philosophies. It does not rule out judgment in favor of the
agent's invention. Invention and judgment are a commonplace and function in
interrelationship. McKeon's philosophic pluralism insists that we understand
what thinkers mean by what they say. We may reject what they mean as inadequate, patently false, immoral, ugly, or trivial. When we do so it is assumed that
we can offer cogent arguments for the rejection.
We afum the value of a philosophic position by showingits value as explanation or instrument, as the case may be. That is a far cry from subsuming. As I
pointed out earlier, McKeon's operational method is a method of debate. The
plurality of voices is part of the method, for without the opposition of debate
one cannot refine one's own position, learn what one's inevitable limitations
prevent one from seeing at first. Opposition provides necessary perspective;
one preserves the opposition perspective rather than assimilating it, for example, because the opposing ideas have value.
It would perhaps seem, in imagination, an ideal state to be free of uncerin effect, to be free of
tainty and opposition, to be sure one was always right
the constant imperative of critical thought and convincing expression. But, that
is not McKeon's reality. His own is noisy and changing, and intellectual ferment and struggle are its norm.
However, it would be a mistake to attribute McKeon's concerns with political action to a felicitous combination of semantic mechanisms. Understanding
his semantics helps us to understand a difficult thinker and to appreciate the
way he went about the tasks he took upon himself as a result of the public
upheavals of our time. We can begin to appreciate the moral dimensions of the
philosophy of Richard McKeon by exploring the way in which philosophical
pluralism serued as the fundamental conviction and intellectual resource he
brought to his life in the international

and political arenas.

IV
Commenting
on RichardMcKeon,GeorgeSteinerspokeof "the radicalhumanity of his vision, his insistence on the bearing of moral and intellectual
quality on the tenor of political and social a-ffairs." Indeed, that vision suffuses
his philosophic rrritings, early and late. Moreover, the theoretical structure of
philosophic pluralism and its practical consequences are inextricably bound

I6

up, one with the othe I as the titles of a few of the uNr,sco papers make clear:
"Philosophy and the Diversity of Cultures," "Philosophic Differences and the
Issues of Freedom," "Philosophy and History in the Development of Human
Rights."
Woodbridge and Dewey placed problems and their resolution at the heart
of philosophy, and McKeon followed them, Iocating problems in practical life.
He insisted on the concrete "how to" nature of genuine philosophic problems;
once the problem was formulated, the canvassing of predecessors,that is, the
history of philosophy, followed. At this stage semantics is propadeutic to inquiry since it renders philosophical arguments of the past contemporary and
suggestivebecause they are understood.
monographs, reviews, essays,introOf some fwo hundred major rtritings
ductions, and so on about 135 concern classicalphilosophy, the Middle Ages
philosophy of science, metaphysics, philosophy of history, rhetoric, education,
and aesthetics. Sixty-five deal explicitly with moral and political philosophy,
and about half of those have to do with international relations. Then. too.
many of his essaysin education have moral and political dimensions, as do the
essaysdevoted to rhetoric, essays,in fact, in philosophy of communication and
philosophy of argument
an area of concern in the twentieth century which
has seen rhetoric emerge from its minor role as a study of tropes to resume its
ancient function as art of persuasion in a public context, judicial and deliberative
as well as ceremonial.
What is incontrovertible is the immense significance for Richard McKeon of
"practical science," the study of the actions of individuals and groups. Given
the history of McKeon's own time as a working philosopher, 1920 through
i984, that significance is hardly surprising. His personal history and personal
moral imperatives converged in his work with LrNEScoand his active membership in the uunsco-sponsored International Institute of Philosophy. His essay
often reflect the charge to IIP to offer opportunity for discussion and exchange
of ideas to philosophers from traditions other than those of the West, including
philosophers from the Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries
long isolated from developments in Western philosophy.
McKeon's approach to the practical problems of international and intercultural relations led to IIP activities, international meetings devoted to topics that
gave rise to considerable controversy; freedom and human rights, to mention
only two, did not mean
to delegates from eastern bloc countries or ne'"vl
emancipated African nations made up of alien tribes thrown together by artificial colonial boundaries what they mean to Western Europeans or Americans. These gatherings, the topics and achievements of which were the matter
of many of his essays,generated philosophical problems which semantic analysis did much to illuminate but certainly could not resolve. Ineluctable differences in belie! in philosophical commitment, remained, thus impairing communication itself, let alone the possibility of agreement of any kind.
These difficulties frustrated Western philosophers, who wished with genuine
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good will to solve social and political problems in order to make the world
a better place for humankind. Many philosophers treated their difficulties as
problems of persuasion, of convincing the Asian or African or Eastern European philosophers (and often third world politicians) who attend international
meetings that this or that position is truer and better than another.
McKeon's attitude toward diversity dictated another kind of response. Of
course, the situations demanding response were not confined to philosophical
discourse on an international scale; American gatherings of philosophers produced diversity and its consequent controversy But in discussing McKeon's
philosophical pluralism in its theoretical and practical integration, the international experience most vividly calls our attention to the fact that the vexations
consequent on diversity can be acute in a context of truly radical diversity.
McKeon's response to diversiry owed something to the experience he had in
the immediate postwar years, not shared by all philosophers, of having to deal
with controversy not simply as intellectual exercise but as the concrete ground
from which a practical agreement had to be fashioned. The discussionsleading
to the Declaration of Human Rights are a case in point. Against this background and armed with principled pluralism, he sought a way to avoid impasse.
McKeon said that he could appreciate the force of Dewey's merging of practice and theory only by "understanding the differences which separated" them.
I have shown that the uords and deedswhich dwell in the intellectual storehouse
of a semantic selection are interchangeable terms. Saying is acting, and "actions speaklouder than words." But although the merging makes sense and can
be productive, it is also the case that sometimes discriminating the two may be
the better course, a course one is free to pursue with an operational method,
itself the art of rhetoric applied to a specific subject matter. Aristotle elaborated
the art of rhetoric for dealing with issues that do not fall within his triple division ofthe sciences,for arguing about legislative and forensic concerns, and for
display oratory of praise and blame.
In lieu of subject mattet by means of commonplaces, two-term contraries or
contradictories placed in interrelation, rhetoric carves out a discursive whole.
McKeon thus discriminated between aords and deedsor actionsas a first step in
trying to invent a means of transforming controversial opposition into discussion.
Controversy necessarily reveals itself in discourse because it is rooted in held
beliefs which are often not conscious until they are formulated in discourse.
The discrimination of words from deeds, language from action, brings to light
a new fact, of more accurately, an alleged fact: if action is separate from discourse about action, and controversy arises in discourse, perhaps diverse communities might be able to act to achieve common goals after all, provided their
diverse reasons for desiring the goals were left out of the calculus for achieving them.
The IIP's annual conferences. for example. feature topics that are abstract
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in one sense,but crucial to political and social action in another. Furtherrn,re,
the invited participants and "presenters" (of papers) involve as many nonWesternEuropean and Asian and African philosophersas can be persuade
to come. In 1957 in Paris they discussedresponsibilie;
in I95B in Warsaw ir wa
the relation between thoughtandaction;in Aquila, Italy, in 1966 it was huma
ights; and in Heidelberg in I969, truthandhistoiciy-aII perennial philosophi
concerns.
McKeon made every effort-in spontaneouscomments, in summaries of
the discussions,and in the formal papershe deliveredat conferences-to stres
the rich suggestiveness
of diversemoral, social,and political positionsfor solv
ing problems encounteredin trying to reach common goals.The resultsof his
efforts were mixed. He succeededat times in moving a meeting back from the
brink of appalling rudenessto a more or lesswilling considerationof one another's ideas.Often he failed, but he never gaveup. In the summariesor synthese
he was often askedto provide at the closeofa conference,he would presentan
accurateaccount ofthe ideasdiscussedand the occasionalheated exchangesbut he would present them as a seriesof interesting,exciting, illuminating dis
cussionsat the end of which all participants found their ideas enriched.'0He
always hoped that despite the obvious failure of reality to correspond to the
spirit of his account, many participants did, in fact, benefit from the new perspectivesand new ideas,even if they did not like to admit it.
Nevertheless,by and large, McKeon was probably more successfulat home
in conveying his conception of ongoing philosophic discourse as discussio
rather than controversy.In the United Stateshe was involved in organizing
conferences,Ied discussionsdealing with international problems, and taught
studentshow to avoid getting bogged down in future controversy.
We have seenthat a practical insight led him to discriminate languagefrom
action in the courseof trying to solvethe problem of how to changecontrover
sial opposition into discussion.The problem ariseswhether a practical project
is in questionor participants are struggling to achievejustice in a given community. Perhapswe can gain additional insight into what he did by shifting to a
second perspective.Instead of focusing on the discrimination of words and
deeds,we might examine the contribution to rhetoric of the Roman orator and
philosopher Cicero in his De Inuentione.
Cicero blurred the distinctions among
political, forensic, and epideictic rhetoric that he inherited from Aristotle; in
their transformation into deliberative,judicial, and demonstrativerhetoric they
served a completely different purpose. Instead, the crucial distinctions are of
four issues,in the absenceof which there is no controversy.The conjecturaliss
concernsthe fact; the d{miiue,how to characterizethe fact; the qualitatiue,wh
specialcircumstancesapply; the translatiue,
governingproper procedure or juris10. I recal one occasion when McKeon
ence; sitting beside me in the auditorium

was at the podium, presenting his synthesis of a conferwas a philosopher

who had contributed some decidedly
heated remarks to one of the discussions. He leaned over and whispered in my ear, "Why the hell
does Dick have to make me sound so damned amiable?"
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diction. McKeon's transformation of controversy into discussion is a use of the
translative issue to move a discourse from the definitive issue of motivation to
a venue of action.
Richard McKeon was committed to critical pluralism, but, as I pointed out
earlier, pluralism does not mean relativism, and whereas he seldom wrote in a
confrontational mode, when he felt that circumstance demanded rejoinder on
his part, his skill in the exercise was impressive.'r By and large, however, only
In the essay,
I 1. I wilt cite two instances.
"Imitation and Poetry,"a monographwrittenfor hi
Action,
McKeonproduceda footnotesomenine pageslong in whichh
book Thought,
andPassion,
in "Literar
repliedto a criticismofhis ownconceptionofimitationin antiquityasit hadappeared
Criticismandthe Conceptof Imitationin Antiquity,"whichhadbeenreprintedin Citicsmd Cnti
was"Literatureand Knowledge,"by
ci:m1n1952.The articleto whichMcKeonwasresponding
Reuieu,60(1952):564.In the footnotehe countersth
EliseoVivas,and it appearedin Sewanee
Aristotle'sdoctrineof imita
Mvas,and accuses
him of not understanding
argumentsof Professor
tion and ofpoor philosophicpractice.Evenso,the toneis cooland lreeofwhat might be call in
vectrve.
The second instance occurred at the Warsaw meeting of IIP in I 957. The complete exchang
LesRapportsdela PmsieetdeL'Action(17-26Juillet
de Varsaaie:
can be found in EntretimsPhilosophiques
1957) (Varsaw, Poland: PolskaAkademia Nauk, I 958), 16I-67. A ProfessorChen Y Ueh-lin presented a "Communication" in which he disparagedEnglish and American philosophers as having
"a senseof futility and pessimism." His evidence is scant. He cites a conversationwith Prolesso
C. I. Lewis in 1943. Lewis, he tells us, denied the "pessimism," but his "arguments . . . were by no
means effective." A.J. Balfour was "temperamentally cold," and Bertrand Russellis "hardly eve
cold," but passionatelydefied "the fate ofthe solar system." Chen believesthat it isn't the perceive
end ofexistence ofhumankind in a solar systemindifferent to humans that troubles Russell,but
unconsciouslythe rise of the masses.He admires Russell for his socialism, but not the socialis
itsell He encountered Moore at Cambridge in 1932, and approvesof Moore's study of language
but he complains that IVloore'swork never becomessulficiently abstract to lurnish scientific laws
The lailure of English-speakingphilosophers to truly affect the world stemsfrom their failure to
grasp the "objective laws ofsocial development." He ends with an apparent softening concedin
that he differs from his audience as to "the concrete content offreedom and democracy," but he
is .ure thar they arr. a" he is. againstwar
McKeon's Interuention alter ProfessorChin Yuelilin's Communication begins, "I have listene
to ProfessorChin's exposition with the fascination which one feels for the strange and fantasti
storiesbrought back by travelersfrom distant lands.My full enjoyment ofProfessorChin's imaginati\€ constructionswas impeded, however,by the fact that he calls the charactersofhis story Englis
and American philosophers.To be sure, he does not tell us what these alleged philosophers think;
he tells us only that they have a senseof futility and pessimism.This places me in a curious di
lemma. I must confessto an optimistic and activistic temperament, and I supposethis disqualifie
me from pretending to be an American philosopher by the only criteria ProfessorChin provides
On the other hand, since ProfessorChin spent severalyears at an American university,his speec
does give me a senseoffutility concerning educational processesas well as a senseofpessimism
concerning the possibility ofphilosophical communication. Maybe this is enough futility and pessi
mism to qualify me as an American philosopher"
He subsequentlyrefuses,on the one hand, to deny Chen's "alleged facts," on the other hand
to "analyze ProfessorChen's motives and animus as they discredited a1l contemporary Chines
philosophy." Rather, he goes on, "I m determined to analyze only the philosophical problem
raised by ProfessorChen's fulminations."
The loregoing is an excellent example of rare McKeon invective;but it also illustrateshis use of
the translative issueto move a discussionto a moral high ground.
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careful reading of the essayswill disclosethe bland ironies that seemto sugges
which philosophic points of view he deplored.
No introduction can do justice to the philosophy of a serious thinker, and
this one is no exception. The complex interrelations of theory and practice
thought and act, defy brief exposition. For one thing they are permeated by a
metaphysicaldimension he never discussed.Only once, to my knowledge,did
he even suggestit in print. In the third autobiographical essay,in 1975,he said
"I soon recognized that the four columns of the matrix representednot only
usesof terms . . . but also quasi-metaphysicalcharacterizationsof things-as
data, as facts, as entia, and as beings" (C & F 109).I believe that the matrice
as a whole embody a belief about the nature of the universe.They constitute it
as a theoretical structure which affirms that truth, although it may be single,is
necessarilyplural in expression.That idea seemsto me to point to a splendid
paradox: the matrices are empty qua models, methodological tools; qua implicit assertionsabout reality,they are assubstantiveas they need to be to structure the universepluralistically by maintaining the integrity and validity of multiple voices.
The essays,finally, reveal the "radical humanity" and that lifelong commitment to "moral and intellectual quality" of which George Steiner spoke.The
substance of Richard McKeon's essays-brief discussionsor long monographs-is astonishing.They are scholarlyexpositionsof the history ofphilosophy; serious,intricately woven philosophical arguments; penetrating insight
into social structures and political institutions; and, written over a period of
over halfa century they are as fresh and relevant now as when they first appeared.
But the essaysreveal somethingmore, somethingvery like the moral passio
ofthe preacher and prophet. Let me quote the endings ofthree essayschose
at random to make my point in perorations more graceful and persuasivethan
any I could offer.
There is no a priori reason why common action reconciling such
contradictions should not be agreed on for reasonsderived from divergentor evencontradictory philosophies.On the contrary,mankind
dependson preserving the freedom ofdifferences and contradictions
of basic thought; as mankind developsin operation and efficacy it
should provide a context for the more productive exploration and discussion of the implications and consequencesof opposed principles
and philosophies.r2
The new philosophy of the self must be more than a theory: it must
be a new operation oflove or confidencein others and oftolerance or
understandingof others to developnew freedomsand responsibilities
which can be exercisedby any man only as they are extended to all
men.l3
12. From "Manlind: The Relation of Reason to Action," Ethics(74) 3 (April 1964): I 74-85.
13. From "Love, Selt and Contemporary Culture," in East-WestStudies
on Tfu Problenof the Se!
ed. P T. Raju and Alburey Castell (Ihe Hague: Martinus Nijhofl l968), I 3-33.
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This great error, transforming freedom to its contrary constitutes
the "perfect plot" of the tragedy of human history. Ultimately the advance of mankind in freedom must reflect the growth of freedom of
the spirit, for freedom in this sense is the prerequisite, as well as the
Ia
end, of democratic institutions.
Action,
andPasion,89- | 0l .
14. From"Freedom and Disputation
," in Thot4ht,
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